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HERMES 3D mobile lift welding table 2000 x 1000 (manual version)
Product code: SP28W-20-10-PM

* the price does not include shipping costs

Product description

RELY ON COMFORT DURING WELDING, BY USING THE HERMES TABLES!

S355J2+N STEEL
Welding table top is made of S355J2+N steel grade, which is characterized by high strength and resistance to impact and deformation, and also
provides protection against corrosion and weld spatter.

25mm TABLE TOP
The table top with a thickness of 25 mm guarantees the durability of the table and resistance to mechanical damage.

MILLIMETRIC SCALE
The applied millimeter scale facilitates precise assembly of the element to be processed.

D28 SYSTEM
Drilled and chamfered holes 28mm.

The use of SPARTUS® mobile lift welding tables brings many benefits that translate into more effective and comfortable

work.
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HEIGHT PRECISE ADJUSTMENT
Setting the table top at the right customised height enhances the level of comfort during the performance of lengthy tasks, which has a significant impact on
the work efficiency and welding quality. The working height of the lift (without the table top) is adjustable in the range from 530mm to 1000mm.

LIFT CAPACITY
Lifting system with a high capacity of maximum 2200kg (without the table top) allows you to load the unit with large-size elements and apply accessories to
facilitate element assembly.

MOBILITY
High loads and tough working conditions on shop floors require the application of appropriate equipment. The lift system uses wheels, including two with a
braking system, supporting safe and trouble-free movement of the welding table.

SAFETY
The mobile lift is equipped with a maintenance interlocking system

The SPARTUS® mobile lift welding tables is a modern and convenient solution for professionals who value solid solutions that facilitate the work of welders.

Technical parameters

Size of the work surface 2000 x 1000 x 200mm

Made welded

Material S355J2+N steel acc. to EN 10025-2

Table top thickness [mm] 25

Table horizontal precision [mm] 0.1/1000

Table vertical precision [mm] 0.1/200

Standard D28 (drilled and milled holes 28mm diameter)

Nominal capacity (table top + details) [kg] 2200
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NW ® is independent subject and not connected to ABITIG®, AMPHENOL®, ASPA®, BESTER®, BINZEL®, CEA®, CEBORA®, ESAB®, EWM®, FALTIG®, FRO®, FRONIUS®, HARRIS®, HYPERTHERM®, KJELLBERG®, L-
TEC®, LINCOLN®, MAGNUM®, OTC®, SAF®, SHERMAN®, TELWIN®, THERMAL DYNAMICS®, TRAFIMET®,  TUCHEL®.

Reference numbers and names belonged to above companies were called due to Property Right Law for buyer’s convenience and they are related to code and spare part’s description.

The products do not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code.

Overall table height [mm] 730 - 1200

lifting manual

Lowering speed [mm/s] 40

Supporting structure Table lift

Top weight [kg] 720

Jack weight [kg] 450

Input

PRODUCT CATEGORIES: WELDING TABLES
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